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Carraro 
Spare Parts

Carraro After Sales 
& Spare Parts is the 
Carraro Group’s centre of 
excellence for managing 
and distributing original 
spare parts all over 
the world in order 
to guarantee total 
reliability for Carraro 
products. 
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Over 60.000 part numbers, 
components of transmissions 
systems (axles and 
transmissions) and special 
tractors (light-utility, vineyard 
and orchard) up to 100 HP, used 
by more than 100 OEM’s, are 
managed in dedicated Carraro 
After Sales & Spare Parts 
warehouses.
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The product range is designed 
to provide solutions for a wide 
range of applications: from 
construction equipment to 
agricultural tractors, from light 
commercial vehicles to forklifts.
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The OEM’s which have chosen us

Ace Construction

Agco

Agrale

Ahlmann

Aljon

Amkodor

Ashok Leyland

Astec

Atlas Copco

Ausa

Bell

Berco

Bergmann

Bobcat

Bomag

Bucher

Bull

Case

Caterpillar

Cesab

Chanfa

Changlin

Chenggong

Claas

Crown

Cukurova

Daewoo

Deutz Fahr

Dexheimer

Dieci

Ditch Witch

Doosan

Eagle Tugs

Erkunt

Escorts

Exmash

Faresin

Farmer

Fendt

Foton

Gehl

General Electric 

Getman

Gvm

Harlo

Hefei Zhenyu

Hidromek

Hydrema

Hyster

Jcb

Jlg

John Deere

Jong Yang

Jungheinrich

Kalmar

Kamol

Kipor

Komatsu

Kramer Allrad

Krieger

Kukje Machinery

Lamborghini

Landini

Laverda

Liftking

Lindner

Liugong

Load Lifter

Mahindra
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Manitou

Marine Travelift

Massey Ferguson

Maximal

Maz-Man

McCormick

Minecat

Monroe Truck

Mst (Sanko)

Nacco

New Holland

Nissan Forklift

O&K

Omega Lift

Overland

Palazzani

Pettibone

Piaggio

Randon

Renault Agriculture

Roadtec

Roter Italy

Sakai

Same

Sany

Scam

Sellick

Shantui

Skyjack

Still

Sunward

Tafe

Takeuchi

Tatoma

Tcm

Terex

Thyssen Krupp

Tumosan

Valley Longwall

Valtra

Venieri

Versatile

Vimek

Volvo

Wacker Neuson

Weidemann

Winget

Wirtgen

Xcmg

Xtreme

Yale

Ycm

Yto

Zetor
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Carraro Total Care
An additional free service

Carraro Total Care is the new, 
free application (APP) dedicated 
to Carraro product maintenance 
operations. 

This application, available for 
both the Android platform and 
iOS, allows the user to view a 
variety of information useful 
for the assembly of the kit and/
or spare parts that have been 
purchased:

› list of part numbers included 
in the kit needed to run a 
professional repair, according 
to Carraro standards 

› technical instructions for the 
repair or maintenance

› information on CarraroOil 
lubricants

› shopping suggestions

All this information is accessible 
through the QR Code (Quick 
Response Code) which is 
included in the label printed in 
the packaging of repair kit and 
other parts, and can be read via 
a mobile device (smart phone o 
tablet).

V

V
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› once the application 
is installed (after you 
downloaded it from Play Store 
or App Store)

› just scan the QR Code included 
in Carraro products and it is 
done. You will have instant 
access to a world of content!

With Carraro Total Care, an 
additional free service is offered 
to customers who purchase 
Carraro original parts, a sort 
of digital training that step 
by step guide mechanics 
using products, giving them 

information that only the 
manufacturer of the complete 
system (axle and transmission) 
is able to provide.

How it works
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Carraro Reman

“Remanufacturing” is one 
of the options Carraro now 
offers its customers. Through 
this programme, customers can 
now replace a damaged axle or 
transmission with a new product 
but which is made from used 
components returned from the 
field, which have undergone 
a strict evaluation, repair and 
test process as if they were new 
production components.
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Recovering components, this 
programme provides the market 
with a more economical solution 
compared to the completely 
new product and meets the 
increasing need for protection 
of our environment, thanks to 
the recovery of parts which 
would otherwise be re-melted, 
processed and transported, with 
negative consequences for our 
planet.
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Quality guaranteed, 100% tested 
products, components value,
real-time delivery, 
manufacturer’s guarantee, 
recycled materials.

4.

1. Request axle/transmission from 
Customer, via Spare Parts Distributor;

Painting, Testing  
and putting into stock

Advantages
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2.

3.

Real-time sale of reman product, 
present in stock, and “core” return 

Assessment of the “core”, if OK, 
subsequent start of Remanufacturing  
process (with replacement of all parts  
subject to wear)
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Carraro Tools

To meet the needs of the 
professional, Carraro has 
designed and tested the 
best solution to perform all 
operations in safety and with 
the utmost precision, to ensure 
a professional repair free from 
doubts about the performance 
of the repaired product. 

In addition, Carraro wants to 
provide utmost flexibility 
at the lower cost possible, 
offering the market modular 
tools that can be used, 
appropriately combined, 

for the repair of both axles and 
transmissions.
Tools kits are designed to 
provide the professional with the 
tools necessary for the correct 
operation of all Carraro products 
on a given type of vehicle.
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From the collaboration between 
Carraro and Fuchs, a leading 
Company in the market for 
the independent production of 
lubricants with branches and 
production facilities in more 
than 40 Countries around the 
world, comes CarraroOil, a 
range of oils designed to provide 
the optimal lubrication and high 
protection against wear for a 
wide range of products such 
as transmissions units, brakes, 
clutches, gearboxes and engines.

CarraroOil lubricants, already 
used in the production plants of 
the Group as the first filling of 
tractors, axles, transmissions 
and gearboxes are now available 
as a “spare part” through the 
Carraro official distributors.

CarraroOil
Carraro High Performance Lubricants
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Advantages

Guaranteed 
product quality

Long life
for your machine 

High 
performance 

Extended 
maintenance 
intervals 
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CarraroOil lubricants range

The product line “Power Life 
Lub” for axles and transmissions 
includes 3 products:

› Universal 80W for groups 
composed of friction material 
(brakes clutches and self-
locking materials)

› 80W-90 for purely 
mechanical groups

› 85W-140 for axles and 
transmissions which require 
high viscosity

The product line “Gear Life Lub” 
includes 2 lubricants for drives 
and gearboxes: 

 › the fully synthetic oil C220 
Synthetic

 › the mineral gear oil C220 
Mineral

Finally, “Engine TurboLub” is 
the NEW line developed for the 
lubrication of engines. 
10W-40 and 15W-40 are the 
engine oils formulated with 
innovative technologies for 
commercial, agricultural and 
construction equipment vehicles.

MANCA FOTO IN ALTA
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To guarantee high standards 
and qualified repair and 
maintenance, Carraro also 
provides all workshops 
with the professional work 
bench, designed and patented 
by Carraro, which can be 
assembled in different layouts 
and accommodates and sustains 
all types of Carraro axles and 
transmissions.

The Professional Work Bench 
For the repair of Carraro products
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›  Safe and ergonomic 
maintenance  
The bench facilitates 
maintenance and allows 
operating in conditions of total 
safety and ergonomics.

›  Stability 
It can be fixed directly to 
the floor of the workshop to 
give proper stability during 
maintenance activities.

›  Flexibility  
Thanks to the stabilizer bars, 
which are part of the optionals 
available, the bench can be 
moved inside the workshop or 
outside towards the end user 
location. 

›  Versatility 
Adding/replacing different 
modules it is possible to 
extend the maintenance 
operations to all Carraro 
products (axles, transmissions 
and part of them). 

Advantages
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Stabilizer bars:

F Part Number 716613

G Part Number 716614  

Work bench:

D Part Number 716586 

Support for  
differential groups :

H Part Number 716600

Support for TLB 
transmissions

J Part Number 716616

K Part Number 716622

Support for trunion 
axles

c Part Number 716677

Support for ACP axles

L Part Number 716679
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The centralized lubrication kit 
Easy LubTM

Easy Lub™ comes from the 
cooperation between Carraro 
and Lincoln.
It is the solution to guarantee 
the correct greasing of steering 
and suspended axles.

This kit, made of a divider and a 
ad-hoc system of high pressure 
pipes, allows the right quantity 
of lubricant to fastly and 
simultaneously reach all of the 
critical joints of the axle.
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Advantages

While a standard steering axle has few greasing point, an 
axle with independent suspensions can have up to 24. With 
Easy Lub™ you will have just two greasing points, in the 
most complex solution: you avoid to clean all the greasers 
and can save more than an hour for the greasing 
operation.

Easy Lub™, through the divider and the patented system 
of valves and pistons, is able to provide the right quantity 
of grease in every joint, thus eliminating any possible 
waste of lubricant.

Thanks to the correct and continuous lubrication, Easy 
Lub™ helps you to maximize the correct axle performance; 
improving the axle efficiency and durability, you will 
lenghten your machine’s life as well.
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Part number Description Application

64087 Easy Lub greasing kit 20.25 axles

64088 Easy Lub greasing kit 20.29 axles

64089 Easy Lub greasing kit 20.16 axles

64090 Easy Lub greasing kit Hydr. Lift 
Transmission 506

64253 Easy Lub repair kit All Easy LubTM kits

64252 Tube cutter All Easy LubTM kits
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Carraro DiaGnoSysTM

Multi Brand diagnostics for agricultural  
and construction equipment

From the collaboration with 
Texa, world leader in the 
design, industrialisation and 
construction of multi-brand 
diagnostic tools for cars, 
motorcycles, trucks, boats and 
agricultural vehicles, Carraro 
DiaGnoSysTM is born.
Developed based on the 
existing Texa tool “Agri”, 
Diagnosys is enriched with 
unique capabilities for the 
diagnosis of Carraro products 
and with numerous agricultural 
and construction equipment 
applications for which Carraro 
is a solutions provider. And 
that’s not all, Diagnosys also 
provides diagnosis of engines 
and transmissions of a range 
of manufacturers of primary 
international importance.
Diagnosys is yet another new 
tool that Carraro offers its 
customers, to strengthen 
their service capabilities and 
distinguish themselves from the
competition.
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The Carraro DiaGnoSysTM  (part 
number 210003) is composed of 
2 cases that include:

› Carraro DiaGnoSys basic 
unit

›  DVD with IDC4 software 
for the diagnostic tool 
management, which 
includes the database 
of all agricultural and 
construction equipment 
vehicles and industrial 
engines

›  USB activation dongle 
(indispensable for the 
diagnosis)

›  Accessories (USB cable, 
Bluetooth antenna)

›  Free software upgrades  
for 1 year

›  Technical manual and Set up 
Handbook

›  Interface cables, they cover 
about 60% of vehicles that 
can be diagnosed with the tool 
(see table below)

Part number Plug reference  Description

210141 3151/T16
9 pin cable for Deutsch-John 
Deere, CNH Group, Landini, 
McCormick vehicles

45974 3151/T37 Interface cable DB9

45984 3151/T44 Cable for Carraro Lifter

210240 3900705 EOBD cable

210243 7200054 Supply Voltage Battery Cable
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Optional interface cables  
not included in the Carraro DiaGnoSysTM IDC-4  
(part number 210003)

Part number Plug reference  Description

45970 3151/T32 Interface cable  
for SAME-DEUTZ-CLAAS

45983 3151/T32A Interface cable  
for SAME-DEUTZ-CLAAS

45971 3151/T33 Interface cable for FENDT

45972 3902211 Button cable for 
NEW HOLLAND diagnosis

45973 3900219 Jumper connector  
for CNH GROUP

45975 3151/T39 Interface cable  
for MASSEY FERGUSON

45976 3151/T40 Interface cable for VALTRA

210096 3151/T28 VOLVO PENTA 1 interface cable

210097 3151/T29 VOLVO PENTA 2 interface cable 
+ 8 pin adapter n.16

210098 ADAPTER 13
Adapter Cable n.13 for FPT 
IVECO MOTORS industrial 
engines

45338 3151/T09A MERCEDES interface cable

45977 3151/T27 Interface cable for DEUTZ

45978 3151/T38 9 pin interface cable  
for CATERPILLAR/PERKINS
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Part number Plug reference  Description

45979 3151/T02 30 pin interface cable  
for IVECO

45980 3151/T42 Interface cable  
for NEW HOLLAND SERIES TN

45985 3151/T43 Interface cable 
for Claas/Renault

45353 3151/T34 Interface cable
for BOSCH REXROTH

45354 3151/T11B 8 pin interface cable CPC2 MR 
28P and connector for Volvo

45355 3151/T47 interface cable  
for VOLVO “B SERIES”

210244 3151/T50 Cable Cummins Industrial

210245 3151/T51 Cable Valtra

210246 3151/T53 Cable Landini McCormick

210247 3151/T54 Cable Hitachi

45981

Box with 18 optional cables 
(45983, 45971, 45972, 45973, 
45975, 45976, 45977, 45978, 
45979, 45980, 45985, 45353, 
45354, 45355, 210244, 210245, 
210246, 210247)
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Which vehicle can be diagnosed?*
Agricultural Applications

Construction Equipment Applications

Buhler Versatile

Carraro

Case Ih

Challenger

Claas

Deutz

Deutz - Fahr

Dieci

Energreen

Faresin

Fendt

Franz Kleine

Hurlimann

Jcb

John Deere

Kamaz

Krone

Lamborghini

Landini

Laverda

Lindner

Mac Don

Manitou

Massey Ferguson

Mccormick

Merlo

New Holland

Renault Agriculture

Ropa

Same

Steyr

Ursus

Valtra

Astra

Bell

Bobcat

Carraro

Case

Caterpillar

Fiat-Hitachi

Deutz - Fahr

Fiat-Kobelco

Komatsu

Kramer

Merlo

New Holland

O&K

Perlini

Pettibone

Terex

Volvo

Xtreme
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Industrial Engines

Cummins

Deutz 

FPT (Iveco)

John Deere

Mercedes-Benz

Nef

Perkins

Scania

Sisu

Volvo Penta

* Release 12.0 – October 2015
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Carraro Academy

Carraro Academy training 
programme, whose goal is to 
coach the distributors network 
and professionals on repairs and 
maintenance operations of all 
Carraro products, includes both 
Academy e-learning platform 
available online on  
www.carry4you.it 
and classroom technical 
training.

Online technical 
videos database

The “Academy” section of 
the carry4you.it website is 
the reference point for the 
online training of industry 
professionals who need to 
carry out repairs correctly and 
according to the manufacturer 
criteria. In the “Academy” 
section, those who repair 
Carraro products can easily and 
immediately access a technical 
videos database that is simple 
to consult. This database helps 
in learning and consolidating 

skills for the assembly and 
disassembly procedures of the 
various Carraro axle parts and 
transmissions. 
By entering the code included 
in the Academy card, which is 
available at all of the authorized 
Carraro distributors, is possible 
to access a wide range of videos 
that are subdivided by type of 
product and market application.
 
With Academy e-learning 
platform, technical know-how 
is accessible everywhere and 
is just a click away.
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Training, hold by highly skilled 
technicians, are organized in 
more sessions during the year 
in the Carraro Group production 
plants or at the Carraro 
distributors site. Theoretical 
lessons, practical tests of 
assembly and disassembly of 
Carraro products, search for the 
causes of a problem about the 
products (troubleshooting) by 
applying logical and systematic 
problem-solving techniques, 
updates on new products and 
solutions: all to ensure adequate 

assistance and reliable support. 
Classroom training are also 
an indispensable opportunity 
for exchange of skills and 
growth that allow Carraro to 
establish direct contact with the 
distributors network and also 
between them.
Carraro technical courses are 
addressed to all distributors, 
dealers, workshops and 
industry professionals who 
want to be always updated on 
Carraro products and services.

Classroom technical training
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The new e-commerce platform 
shop.carraro.com, a website 
dedicated to online shopping of 
Carraro products, is online.
Thanks to an intuitive structure 
the end user can easily and 
quickly buy, through a few clicks 
and with the maximum comfort.

shop.carraro.com

We are sorry! Sales for Italy only. Other Countries will 

soon be activated. For other Countries, the items are 

available at Carraro authorized distributors. Please 

find the distributor in your area on www.carry4you.it
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Where we are

LEGEND

Dedicated Spare Parts Plants

Production Plants with Spare Parts Warehouse

Areas covered by Carraro Spare Parts Distributors

USA

Argentina

India

Italy China
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Carraro Drive Tech Spa
After Sale & Spare Parts
Via Trentino 4/6  
35043 Monselice
Padova - Italy
T +39 0429 1709111
F +39 049 9289271
spareparts@carraro.com

Follow us on  
carry4you.it
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Carraro Drive Tech Spa
After Sale & Spare Parts
Via Trentino 4/6  
35043 Monselice
Padova - Italy
T +39 0429 1709111
F +39 049 9289271
spareparts@carraro.com

Follow us on  
carry4you.it
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